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INTRODUCTION
Cancer is an important health public problem
worldwide. In 2020 in Brazil, 450 thousand new cases
were estimated (excluding non-melanoma skin cancer),
prostate cancer being the most frequent among men
(29.2%) and breast cancer (29.7%) in women1. Because
of the epidemiological transition and population ageing
mainly, it is anticipated an increase of more than 70% of
cancer cases in Brazil in 20402. However, because of the
incorporation of new therapeutics of oncologic treatment,
many patients survive cancer. According to data available
from Globocan2, approximately 1.2 million cancer survivors
were estimated in 2018 (prevalent cases). Therefore, it is
primordial to establish conducts that favor not cure alone,
but also the quality of life of cancer survivors.
The role of the lymphatic system in the immune
function and cancer spread is being widely investigated.
The neoplastic commitment of the lymph nodes is the
most common site of solid tumors metastases and is
an important prognostic and therapeutic marker3. The
local treatment of solid tumors with surgery and/or
radiotherapy involves the approach of the regional lymph
nodes somehow and the resulting damage of this system.
In addition, systemic treatment (chemotherapy, hormone
therapy and/or target-therapy) can collaborate too for the
increase of the lymphatic load and reduction of lymphatic
transportation, increasing the risk of development of
lymphatic complications due to the oncologic treatment.
In this sense, oncologic patients have high incidence
of edemas, lymphedemas, deep venous thrombosis and
other alterations as the axillary web syndrome, pain and
complications of operative wound that can be related with
the worsening of the quality of life of this population too3-8.

The physiotherapy in oncologic patients promotes
actions of prevention, diagnosis, recovery, and
rehabilitation during the phases of cancer treatment
through the use of several physiotherapeutic techniques,
resources and conducts9. Among them manual therapy
is being widely utilized through manual lymph drainage
– MLD.
MLD consists in a specific manual therapy performed
over the superficial lymphatic system through precise,
light, soft and rhythmic maneuvers which follow the
anatomy and physiology of the lymphatic system.
Its finality is to promote the improvement of the
absorption of the liquid and protein of the interstice
of the lymphatic capillaries, of the contractility of the
lymphatic collectors and absorption of the liquid of
the lymph nodes, thus increasing the quantity of liquid
returning to the venous system through the lymphatic
system10. In addition, for being maneuvers involving
the superficial touching, MLD may also promote
improvements to the quality of life and pain reduction,
anxiety, nausea, and other symptoms resulting from
cancer and its treatment11.
However, MLD, in clinical practice and in graduation
courses started to be used indiscriminately and
disregarding the evidence-based practices (better scientific
evidence, clinical experience and preferences and patient
expectations) quite often.
In this context, this article has the objective of
discussing the application of MLD for complications
resulting from prevention and treatment of oncologic
interventions and evolution of cancer. It is expected that
this opinion article may contribute for the decision of the
physiotherapist in applying or not MLD in each practical
situation.
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DEVELOPMENT

MLD FOR THE PREVENTION OF CANCER TREATMENT-RELATED
SECONDARY LYMPHEDEMA
Lymphedema is one of the major complications
of oncologic treatment. Preventive MLD, post
lymphadenectomy, aims to conduct the superficial
lymphatic fluid to the non-compromised regions
utilizing the lymph lymphatic anastomoses, mainly the
axilla-axillary, axilla inguinal, inguinal-inguinal, called
“watershed”12.
A clinical trial with 106 Brazilian women submitted to
surgical treatment for breast cancer assigned to two groups
was conducted: exercises versus MLD. These women
were treated twice a week during the first postoperative
month. No alteration of the incidence of postoperative
complications between the groups in the evaluation
conducted 60 days after the surgery13, and in the post-30
months evaluation14 was observed. The authors concluded
that both the exercises and MLD are safe and produce
similar results when complications occur.
For women post breast cancer, two systematic reviews
and meta-analyzes of randomized clinical trials reported
benefits of MLD in reducing the risk of lymphedema
when compared with patients that did not submit to this
conduct15,16.
In relation to lymphedema of lower limbs, a recent
randomized clinical trial was carried out with the
objective of evaluating the efficacy of the modified
complex decongestive physiotherapy for the reduction
of risk of secondary lymphedema of the lower limbs
after laparoscopy radical hysterectomy with pelvic
lymphadenectomy for the treatment of cervical cancer. The
participants were randomly divided in intervention group
with modified complex decongestive physiotherapy (self
MLD, compression sock, guided exercises, and general
care) (n=60) or control group (general care) (n=60).
The group with complex decongestive physiotherapy
had 70% less odds of lymphedema in comparison
with control group (OR=0,30; CI 95%; 0.12 to 0.75;
p=0.008)17. The authors did not control the effect of
obesity and asymptomatic venous alterations among the
groups, in addition of having used the definition of nonusual lymphedema (difference of 2% among the limbs).
Therefore, it is not possible to evaluate whether the effect
obtained was because of biases introduced in the study
or if the effect is due to MLD or other conducts applied
which are part of the complex decongestive physiotherapy
(compressive meshes and exercises).
Based in the evidences currently available, it is not
possible to affirm that MLD is effective in preventing
oncologic treatment-related secondary lymphedema. But
2
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when utilized with other physiotherapeutic conducts,
it can favor the adherence to preventive guidelines
(as exercises, body weight control and infections), the
early diagnosis of lymphedema and the control of other
oncologic treatment related symptoms.

EFFECTIVENESS OF MLD IN REDUCING THE VOLUME OF THE
LIMB IN THE TREATMENT OF CANCER-RELATED SECONDARY
LYMPHEDEMA
Complex decongestive therapy is the standard
treatment for lymphedema of any origin18. MLD is one of
the components of this treatment program, it is expensive,
long and requires skilled therapists. However, the efficacy
of MLD it is still unclear in the scientific literature in
reducing the volume of the limb with lymphedema.
A randomized clinical trial with Brazilian women
with lymphedema post breast cancer was conducted to
try to respond to this question, they were divided in two
groups: complex decongestive therapy (MLD, compressive
bandaging, skincare and active exercises) and complex
decongestive therapy without MLD. The two groups
presented reduction of the limb volume, but without
difference between them19. Other recent clinical trials
reported similar results where differences of the response
to the treatment of lymphedema with or without MLD
were not observed20,21.
In a systematic review which attempted to evaluate the
efficacy and safety of MLD in the treatment of lymphedema
post breast cancer, it was concluded that MLD is safe and
can offer additional benefits to compressive therapy in
reducing the limb volume22. Another systematic review
with similar objective concluded that the patients who
submitted to MLD maintain the effects of compressive
therapy better, improved quality of life and improvement
of lymphedema resulting symptoms23.
In light of the data available at the moment,
MLD cannot be considered the main component of
lymphedema treatment, but whenever possible, should
be applied to minimize the symptoms and increase the
adherence to compressive therapy.
MLD IN THE IMPROVEMENT OF QUALITY OF LIFE OF PATIENTS
WITH LYMPHEDEMA
To evaluate the impact of MLD over health-related
quality of life (HRQoL) of adults with lymphedema or
mixed edema, a systematic review of five studies with
women with lymphedema post breast cancer was carried
out. One study observed improvement of HRQol,
other three, improvement of the well-being feeling,
improvement of weight and diminishing of sleeping
disorders in groups submitted to MLD24.
Serra-Añó et al.25 investigated the outcome quality
of life in two groups of patients, one submitted to MLD
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and other treated with myofascial release. Both techniques
had increase of HRQoL scores and other treated with
myofascial release. Both techniques had increase of
HRQoL scores, no statistical difference was detected in
the groups.
Another study compared the use of MLD applied
by the therapist and lymphatic self-drainage done by
the patient together with complex physical therapy. The
intragroup analysis showed that HRQoL increased in the
end of the treatment and until six months after the end
of the treatment in both groups26.
Devoogdt et al.27 compared two groups, one submitted
to guidelines and exercises and other to MLD plus
exercises. The HRQoL of both groups improved in all the
follow up periods investigated (until 60 months).
A review by Cochrane concluded that the heterogeneity
of the studies hinders to understand the impact MLD
has on HRQoL but points out that no study reported
worsening of HRQoL or severe adverse events resulting
from MLD22.

MLD FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF LYMPHEDEMA-INDUCED
CUTANEOUS ALTERATIONS
In patients with cancer related secondary lymphedema,
progressive deposition of the fibroadipose tissue, increase
of the risk of infections and, in rare cases, secondary
malignancies related to cancer can occur. Recent studies
showed that fibrosis-induced chronic inflammation plays
a key role in the physiopathology and the therapeutic
response of lymphedema28. The following question is
made: MLD can collaborate not only for the reduction of
the limb volume but also in the minimization of fibrosis
and inflammatory processes resulting from accumulation
of interstitial liquid?
In 16 women with post breast cancer lymphedema,
nuclear magnetic resonance was performed to evaluate the
tissue composition of limbs with and without lymphedema
regarding alterations of the tissue microenvironment post
MLD. The authors observed reduction of fibrosis areas
soon after DLM28.
In another study with patients with lower limbs
lymphedema evaluated with ultrasound with manual
compression to observe the displacement of interstitial
liquid, it was noticed that in the thigh, there was no
difference in skin alterations and subcutaneous tissue
and after intervention with MLD. In the calf, however,
there was reduction of the skin and subcutaneous tissue
density post MLD29.
Despite few studies published so far, MLD appears
to reduce the areas of lymphostatic fibrosis immediately
after its application. Long-term effects were not
evaluated.

MLD AS FACTOR OF RISK INCREASE OF RELAPSE AND METASTASIS

IN ONCOLOGIC PATIENTS
MLD is part of the physiotherapeutic approach in
several clinical situations oncologic patients present,
mainly as one of the components of complex decongestive
therapy of lymphedema treatment8,18. However, there are
reports that, while increasing the absorption of liquid and
proteins of the interstice, it could also favor the occurrence
of metastasis30.
In a study with 49 individuals with lymphedema of the
upper or lower limb with or without cancer in progression,
the treatment of lymphedema with MLD did not increase
the risk of metastasis and among those with active disease,
the condition did not worsen31.
Similar result was found in a study with patients
with breast cancer after six years of follow up. No risk
increase of the disease evolution (relapse and metastasis)
while comparing those who submitted or not to MLD
was observed32.
Non-systematic reviews published about the theme
also concluded that MLD does not increase the risk of
neoplastic evolution33,34.
In conclusion, the evolution of the disease occurs
because of a proper microenvironment and according to
its tumor biology34. There is no evidence, therefore, that
MLD has any impact in the increase of risk of relapse and
metastasis, it can be applied safely in oncologic patients.

MLD IN IMPROVING SYMPTOMS OF SYSTEMIC TREATMENT

The efficacy of systemic adjuvant therapy is one of the
factors associated to the increase of survival of patients
with cancer35. However, several side effects of therapeutics
can impact the quality of life of patients, among which,
hot flushes, emotional and sleep disorders, muscle and
articular pain, depression and anxiety35,36.
Keser and Esmer37 evaluated the effect of MLD in
pain threshold and tolerance of 20 women and ten men
without lymphatic or oncologic dysfunctions. After the
application of MLD, patients presented increased pain
threshold and tolerance in comparison with the initial
evaluation. The study, however, did not have control
group and included only healthy individuals 37. The
manual stimulus in pressure receptors like what is done
with massage techniques, increases the vagal activity and
reduces the levels of cortisol with positive effect in pain
control and reduction of anxiety and depression38.
Listing et al.39 conducted a randomized clinical trial
with 86 women with breast cancer whose intervention
group received classic massage of 30 minutes twice a
week for five weeks, with significant improvement of
fatigue reduction and mood disorders in comparison
with control group39. A narrative review of the literature
Revista Brasileira de Cancerologia 2021; 67(1): e-131055
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about the effect of therapeutic massage for pain, anxiety,
and depression control of oncologic patients in palliative
care shows positive effect of massage in the management
of these symptoms40.
Studies about oncologic patients address massage
techniques other than MLD. The therapeutic effect,
however, appears to be beneficial for the improvement of
the symptoms resulting from adjuvant systemic treatment
being a wide field for future investigation with MLD.

MLD IN IMPROVING IMMUNE RESPONSE

It is well known that lymphedema courses with
increase of risk of erysipelas. Erysipelas is a dermal
infection manifesting as an acute condition of high fever,
malaise, chills, and erythematous plaque with well-defined
borders12,41,42. What causes this?
Lymphostasis implies in reduction of the lymphatic
return, and with it, limitation to recirculation of
lymphocytes and return of skin macrophages to the
lymph nodes. This would affect the capacity of immune
surveillance, diminishing the response capacity and
predisposing infection43.
Therefore, MLD, while improving the
lymphangiomotricity and lymphostasis could also
improve the circulation of lymphocyte and macrophages
and consequently, the capacity of immune surveillance,
minimizing the risk of erysipelas44.
Indirectly, MLD, while improving the well-being and
resuming the physical contact with the patient, even as
therapy, would also improve the patient’s mental conditions
and with it, the capacity of immune response45,46.

MLD IN THE REDUCTION OF MORTALITY AND IMPROVEMENT OF

SURVIVAL
To the best of our knowledge, there are no studies that
evaluated the impact of MLD in reducing mortality and
improvement of oncologic patients’ survival. However,
some available information may generate hypothesis of
possible associations of MLD with these outcomes such as:
• Increase of adherence to the oncologic treatment that
occurs through the minimization of MLD-produced
side effects14,47,48.
• Improvement of HRQoL in patients submitted to
MLD because HRQoL is a possible predictor of
mortality in oncologic patients49-51.
• Favor early detection of local and systemic evolution
of the tumor because of the frequent contact with the
physiotherapist.
• Improvement of the conditions of immune surveillance
and renovation of interstitial liquids contributing
to turn conditions of the tumor micro ambient
hostile45,46.

4
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CONCLUSION
All the studies report that MLD is a safe conduct
the patients accept well. Although scarce scientific
evidence about its efficacy in reducing limbs volume
exists, MLD has been widely utilized and with favorable
results for the improvement of oncologic treatment
associated symptoms, of the evolution characteristics of
lymphedema, of the HRQoL leading to the improvement
of the prognosis of oncologic patients.
The therapeutic decision whether MLD should be
applied in oncologic patients must be based in available
scientific evidences, individualized clinical conditions,
physiotherapist experience, patient’s wish, and economic
and structural status of the consultation venue.
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